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How are Synthetic Lawns Produced? 

In this guide, we are going to look at the process of producing a synthetic lawn. 

There are five main steps in this process:  

1. Tufting 

2. Coating 

3. Drying 

4. Perforating 

5. Rolling 

The production of a high-quality synthetic lawn is straightforward and simple, 

but involves highly technical processes and skilled operation for the best 

results.  

PermaLawn synthetic lawns are among the 

best in the industry. 

They are produced to an extremely high 

standard to give homeowners and 

commercial users of artificial grass a long-

lasting, durable and hard-wearing surface 

suitable for all types of use. 

 

Let’s take a look at each step in further detail… 
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Step 1 - Tufting 

When synthetic lawns are produced, they are 

essentially two materials coming together. Fibres 

and backing. The first stage of production is when 

they are brought together, the fibres on spools and 

the backing in rolls. This process is called tufting. 

The fibres are transported through tubes that are 

hanging on top of the machine into needles. These 

needles will then stitch the fibres onto the backing, 

before a hook pulls the threads back and creates a 

loop.  

 

This step is not unlike what you would see from a sewing machine.  

 

Step 2 - Coating 

Once tufting is completed, the fibres are still 

likely to be a little loose, in fact, if at this point 

you grabbed a fibre on the bottom side of the 

backing, then you will be able to pull it out 

without too much effort on your part.  

In order to secure this, a protective layer 

needs to be applied, which is as simple as 

coating of glue which will ensure that the 

fibres stay in place.  

 

Some manufacturers pull the coating over the backing instead. 
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Step 3 - Drying 

When the fibres have been coated and are 

firmly in place, the artificial grass goes into 

the oven to dry. This is an important part of 

the process and the longer that the grass is 

dried out, the better it is going to be in the 

end.  

However, you will find that the dry time and 

the temperature within which it is dried, will 

depend on the type of artificial grass you 

selected.  

 

Some manufacturers use infrared lighting to dry the product more quickly. 

 

Step 4 - Perforating 

Just like natural grass, a synthetic lawn needs 

to allow the rainwater to escape. Without 

this, any rainwater that falls onto your grass 

(and living in the UK this is going to happen) 

will then pool on the top and ruin the look. 

In order to do this, during the artificial lawn 

manufacturing process, the grass needs to be 

perforated. It may be a small step in the 

entire process, but it is definitely one of the 

most important.  

 

PermaLawn artificial grasses are perforated to allow water to pass through at a 

rate of 60 litres per minute per m2. 
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Step 5 - Rolling 

The final part of the artificial lawn production 

process is rolling. Rolling adds the tension that 

is required to ensure that the grass looks 

perfect and that there are no ripples.  

If there are ripples in the grass then not only 

will this look unsightly, but in actual fact, you 

may find that it is unusable. It is worth buying 

good-quality artificial grass, as it is cost-

efficient in the long term. 

 

Rolling by automation gives a better result and eliminates creases. 

 

PermaLawn artificial grasses are manufactured to high standards during every 

part of the production process. This leads to simplified installation and a 

smooth, hard-wearing result that will last for years.  

All PermaLawn grasses are guaranteed for 7 years, demonstrating our 

confidence in high-quality production, using top-grade materials. 

Find out more about the PermaLawn range in our online shop: 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop 

Cheaper varieties at the lower end of the market are mass produced from 

lower-grade materials and churned out on a factory production line and 

purchased by grocers for display only.  

This is a completely different type of artificial grass and should not be confused 

with modern PermaLawn synthetic lawns for long-term use. 
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